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Hello, my name is Adewale, I am an entertainment technology student at New York City College
of Technology studying video and Audio, and with knowledge gained I directed a moving story
board for an action film I titled: A New Day, this project also comes with a soundtrack that will
be released on all streaming platforms.

Using playStation, the rockstar editor, aftereffects, logic pro x and Grand theft auto 5 I am able
to record action scenes, and direct player and camera movement. With this technology I created a
5-minute action sequence and created a soundtrack that will be released on all platforms
December 13, 2021. The soundtrack is also titled A New Day available on all streaming
platforms and the and the five-minute moving storyboard is called A New Day

Now you’re probably asking yourself “if this game is already made what exactly did I do to
make this scene mine.” I wrote the script, directed, recorded my characters actions using the
rockstar editor and when I finished all of that I edited the project using aftereffects and premiere.
The soundtrack was created using Logic Pro x. In the writing room I met with my technical
advisor: Professor Ryoya Terao and brainstormed ideas with him and a few reputable gamers in
the Grand Theft Auto community; and the GTA community suggested that I get a cameo from a

big named artist that also plays the game, and I chose to feature Grammy award winning artist
Doja Cat. Finally, after recording my characters movements in the Rockstar editor, I exported the
movie files into After effects and began editing the actual video and exported it in HD.
With this experience I am able to sit in the chair of a director and use my video game as a movie
scene simulator, with this technology I am able to prepare my vision before actually producing it.
With this technology I can accurately calculate controlled CGI scenes without have to spend
millions of dollars to test them, I created this project because one day I would like to create an
action film of my own.

